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Pressure Alert
for an Endotracheal Tube
“...it is suspected that post-intubation traumas of the trachea vary from 10% -19% in
Intensive Care Unit patients.”

Conti M, et al: Management of postintubation tracheobronchial ruptures. Chest, 2006.

Pressure Alert is an accurate, highly visible and tactile warning against excessive
endotracheal cuff pressure, preventing injury to the trachea in a widely-used
anaesthetic procedure.
The procedure involves the doctor injecting air (1) into the pilot (2), which inflates
the cuff balloon (3) creating a seal in the trachea. The pilot balloon ‘pops-up’
at excessive pressure, thus removing the guesswork associated with gauging
pressure by feel alone and avoiding the risk of bruising or in worst cases, splitting
the trachea.

Inflate cuff via pilot balloon
attempt to gauge pressure by feel

This award-winning solution was designed in collaboration with Yorkhill Hospital,
Glasgow and features a patent pending ‘pop-up’ mechanism with specially
designed mount for improved visibility and care. A unique pressure alert device
that is affordable to implement and in doing so will reduce patient recovery time,
conserve hospital resources and prevent injury.
“...I think this device is likely to be a significant step forward in patient care.”
HK - Airway reconstruction surgeon (ENT Consultant)

“...excellent concept... nice and simple, easy to see, no extra connections.”
NM - Senior lecturer in paediatric anaesthesia. President of association of paediatric anaesthetists.

1. Inflate
2a. Alert (Pop-Up)
2b. Safe Mode

Alert! Pilot button ‘pops-up’
at excessive pressure [>30cm H20]
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cuff over-inflation is a problem especially in paediatrics

...

excellent concept... nice and simple, easy to see, no extra connections...

...

NM - Senior lecturer in paediatric anaesthesia. President of association of paediatric anaesthetists.

Introduction

Introduction

A simple and effective solution to avoid damage to the trachea during anaesthetic intubation
The award-winning Pressure Alert device can
potentially bring improved care to around 20
million operations per year, enabling safer use
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of the Endotracheal Tube (a ventilation tube
used during anaesthesia).
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Behind this seemingly simple solution lies
a rigorous design process with the original
user-testing procedure being independently
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short-listed for journal publication by Yorkhill
Hospital, Glasgow. This novel solution has
received numerous commendations and
financial support all of which will help secure an
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Intellectual Property licensing agreement.

The project required extensive refinement of
the functionality, material technology and

industrial tooling. However, the true strength of
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this innovation has resulted from observation
of surgical procedures and successful

collaboration with the end-user medical
professionals taking the project from a concept
to a commercial reality which can help
save lives.

Jude Pullen
MEng Product Design Engineering
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Design collaborator: Dr Graham Bell
Consultant Anaesthetist, Yorkhill Hospital, Glasgow
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The initial problem was highlighted to Glasgow
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School of Art as a potential project that
required investigation and a better solution.
It has been a fascinating experience to witness
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operations in progress and become more
familiar with the process and its intricacies.
Graham has helped refine the concept through
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regular critical evaluations of the project and
also enabling testing and feedback from

professionals not directly involved in the project.
This gave fresh perspectives from those not

directly related to the project - making the final
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concept more commercially appealing.

Research collaborator: Dr Kate Janossy

Collaboratiors
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Specialist Registrar in anaesthesia, various hospitals, Scotland
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The research of this project has been quite
progressive in its approach: to redefine a new
way to test how people gauge pilot balloons in
this scenario of intubation.
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Kate was very keen to explore the source of
error using the testing kits designed as part of
the project.
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Although the test procedure (and results) are
nearing finalisation, the new device is also
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being exhibited to various professionals and the
feedback is extremely encouraging.
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The test itself is shortlisted for journal publication.
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The design brief
The process of anaesthesia is a safe procedure which involves inducing a loss of consciousness and
inhibiting the use of the patient’s muscles while an operation is performed. Essential life functions are
carefully monitored. Breathing is assisted by inserting a tube into the airway. This tube also delivers a
cocktail of anaesthetic gases to maintain anesthesia and is known as an Endotracheal Tube (ETT).
The tube has an inflatable cuff that seals the airway. The cuff is inflated with air from a syringe, via
a pilot balloon. The purpose of the pilot balloon is to give the user feedback of the pressure in the
cuff as it seals the trachea. If the pressure is too high, the doctor should be aware of this through
feeling (palpitation of) the pilot balloon. However, if they have misjudged the pressure this can result in
damage to the trachea. The nature of the damage ranges in severity from life-threatening damage in
extremely rare cases, to lesser damage in a painful throat which can have a detrimental effect on the
patient recovery time and wellbeing – costing the hospital systems time and resources.
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The design brief of this project is to
•
•
•
•
•
•
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assess the nature of human/device error of the system
devise a method of showing the pressure within the cuff
‘alert’ the user if the pressure is above safe limits
design and build the chosen product
test the reliability of the redesigned product
begin commercialisation of the product
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This report shows the progression of one selected solution through these stages and not only gives a
validation of the chosen concept, but also provides an independent observation of the cause and
effect of human/machine error through new testing method.
The research and product development were performed at Yorkhill Hospital, Glasgow, under supervision
of Dr. Graham Bell.

©
2a. Alert!

The purpose of this design report is firstly to provide background to the design process through application
of human factors observations, medical procedure and engineering methodologies/practices, but
also to create a technical platform from which to build the intellectual property profile of the project
with a view to commercialising the product in the future.

2b. Safe
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The problem: Judging safe cuff pressure is guesswork
Most doctors judge the pressure of the cuff/pilot balloon by feel, requiring considerable skill and experience
Below shows the Endotracheal Tube in place. Air is
injected via a syringe (1) into the pilot balloon (2),
which inflates the cuff (3) - creating a seal in the
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trachea. Part 4. is the ventilation attachment.
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Left, shows a doctor feeling the pilot balloon to
judge the pressure of the cuff. Care must be
taken not to over-inflate the cuff or the trachea
could be damaged (shown in red). A (better)
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4.

safeguard against error
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Member of staff at Yorkhill Hospital checking feel
of the pressure in the pilot balloon - to gauge the
pressure of the cuff balloon (in the trachea)

2.

3.
A

warning of this risk would clearly be beneficial to

1.
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The proposed solution: a ‘pop-up’ pressure alert
A simple alert integrated into the pilot balloon, to ‘pop-up’ at excessive pressures
This is an early mock-up of a pilot balloon with
a membrane that triggers (pop-up) when
pressure increases above 40 cm water.
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This concept evolved from exploring the
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market of current solutions, few of which
were successful, as they were retrofitted and
therefore prone to getting snagged on things
as well as another connection being another
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point of potential failure / infection risk.
Considering that this was a quick hand-made
model, it was only out by 10cm water pressure
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from the required target, this suggests that the
solution was entirely feasible.

This design journal shows the process to

coming to this concept and the subsequent
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development to take it beyond concept - to a
commercial (production ready) reality

An overview of the problem of tracheal damage through cuff over-inflation
The severity of the problem
The medical industry is aware of the risks associated with the device, but it is often hard to gain
an accurate picture of the impact of problem.
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Considering 3 situations of severity:
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1. Serious / Life Threatening
The cuff pressure being so high that the trachea
can rupture (split) and invasive surgery is
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required. These cases are well documented to
determine the cause of the error.
2. Major Trauma
The patient may well survive this trauma unno-
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ticed at first, but may be diagnosed later if

their condition deteriorates such that it calls

for attention. The airway is particularly sensitive

and this will not speed the patient’s recovery. In
some rare cases, corrective surgery is essential.
3. Minor Trauma
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Although not life-threatening, by removing one
less injury (in an area prone to infection) the

The top image shows a reasonably healthy

This image is clearly a more serious case of

patient can enjoy a faster recovery and the

tissue at ‘A’ and minor trauma at point ‘C’.

necrosis of the trachea - shown as the black-

hospital is able to care for more patients.

This tissue will eventually decay and separate

ened area lower down caused by a cuff

as shown in the two images below it. The

balloon inflated to excessive pressure for a

decaying tissue will then slough off and leave

prolonged period of time. Although these inci-

raw exposed mucosa (lining) of the trachea,

dences are rare, they still pose a thread that

causing discomfort and allowing recovery.

requires an improved solution.

[Left Images] B - Bronchi. C - Damaged mucosa of the trachea. Nesir et al,
Critical Care 2007, 11, page 109
[Right Image] ] Baha Al-Shaikh & Simon Stacey, Essential of Anaesthetic Equipment, 2nd Ed., Churchill Livingstone 2002, p57.

The design brief

The scope of the problem
A review of related journals covering cuff over

Although there seems to be reasonable docu-

inflation yielded a general viewpoint that the

mented proof that there is a problem, the two

problem remains hard to observe, monitor and

major issues seem to be that:
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prevent, as suggested in the following excerpts:
a. although major trauma is noticed, minor
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“…it is suspected that post-intubation traumas of the trachea

trauma seems to often go unnoticed and is

vary from 10% to 19% in Intensive Care Unit patients”. [1]

at risk of going undiagnosed as simply a side
effect of an otherwise severe operation.

From a 2-year study of 150 Trusts in England and
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Wales, 44675 intubations were performed; of

b. current devices are often inconvenient and

those 2327 incidences were noted and regis-

as with any profession, a checking procedure

tered. 1085 were observed in detail, as follows:

should be intuitive so as to be more likely to be
implemented by staff.

• “…Of the 1085 airway incidents,
• 423 (39%) involved no identifiable harm
• 547 (50%) temporary harm

1. The Trachea is at risk of damage from over-inflation of the cuff

• 15 (1%) temporary harm/increased stay
• 3 (<1%) permanent harm
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A summary of issues for the design to address:
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• 68 (6%) required intervention to sustain life

• 25 (2%) may have contributed to the patient’s death”. [2].

These statistics should be viewed with moderation, as the problem is often more complex,
depending on the patient’s age, fitness, nature
of illness and the exact cause of the trauma.
[1]. Conti M, et al: Management of postintubation tracheobronchial ruptures.
Chest, 2006.
[2]. A. N. Thomas et al, Patient safety incidents associated with airway devices in
critical care…, Anaesthesia, 2009, 64, p 358- 65

2. Judging pressure through palpitation (squeezing) of the pilot is difficult and is a skill acquired
(to varying degrees) with years of practice.
3. There is currently no ‘alert’ (integrated or otherwise): When inflating the cuff at the start
4. No easy alert from pressure increases from Nitrous gas diffusion (during operation / ICU)*
5. Pressure monitoring requires intervention (actively checking with another device)
6. Also, the pilot is not in a prominent position (hangs beside the face/neck)
7. Retrofitting devices should be avoided if possible
8. Single use devices are increasingly the norm, as this reduces contamination
9. Awareness / visibility of the device needs to be improved, to encourage checks
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The device in
context
The device could not have been
designed without access to the
environment. This in itself is a
challenge to gain clearance and
requires professionalism from the
onset.
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Yorkhill Hospital operating theatres are
designed specifically for children and
do not care for adults.
Initially there were concerns about
scalability of the device as there
are subtle differences in procedure,
the risks remain very much the same
as regards safe inflation of the cuff
balloon.
In design, it is essential to gain insight
into the user, but also to retain a
certain element of perspective to
consider new ways to approach the
problem.
The following section uses this
environment and other sources to
gain an operational perspective
of the product and the problems
associated with it to give a
product that is well developed and
commercially appealing.

2b. Safe
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The anaesthetic environment
The device is a small but essential part of the entire operation
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A considerable amount of time was spent at
the early stages of this project, visiting Yorkhill
Hospital’s operating theatres.
This not only gave an insight into how the
product was being used, but also how the
doctors focused their attention on various signs
and signals throughout the duration of the
operation.
Thankfully there were no complications in the
12 or so operations witnessed, but the doctors
were keen to point out what they were monitoring to ensure the patient’s safety and wellbeing at all times. There was a strong emphasis on
simple and effective devices / systems.

The current product: Anatomy of an Endotracheal Tube
Particular interest focused on the pilot balloon and the ventilation connector

4.

4.

1.
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4a.
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1. Pilot Balloon & 1a. One-way-valve
Palpatated as shown below to give
‘feel’ of ‘Cuff balloon’ pressure (inside trachea). Pressure between 1.
& 2. assumed to be in equilibrium

2.

©

3.

2. ‘Cuff’ Balloon around;
3. Endotracheal Tube.
‘Cuff balloon’ is deflated during
insertion to the trachea and inflated
(by syringe, see main fig.) until a
seal is created inside the trachea
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4a.

4. Ventilation Connector & 4a. Lugs
Standard diameter for connection to
anaesthetic ventilation apparatus

7.

5.

5.

6.

7.
6.

5. Pilot Air Line - inserted into 6. Lumen of (part 3. ETT)
7. Radio-opaque strip

6.
2.

3.
2.

‘Blue-Line’ Endotracheal Tube
From PORTEX, Smiths Medical.

Cross section of Cuff Balloon (2)
attached around ETT (3). Lumen (6)
delivers air to in/deflate Cuff Balloon

Anaesthetic intubation process
Preparation
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Injection of
Anaesthetic drugs

immobilise them
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Ventilate by mask

to make patient
unconscious and
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over face and
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forced air from
squeeze-bag

Connect various
peripheral monitoring
devices to monitor blood
pressure, saturation levels,

Connect main

temperature, etc.

anaesthetic system

Preparation of the:
1. Unpack
2. Check for leaks
3. Lubricate

Unconscious after a few minutes

A few minutes of preparation

A few more minutes to make patient comfortable

The device in context
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Intubation
Pressure of cuff checked;
a. by feel
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Insert tube until

View and assess airway...
if airway is straightforward
to intubate, insert
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(can be inaccurate)
b. by pressure gauge
(inconvenient)
Need to improve checks!

Various checks to
ensure patient is

Pilot balloon

correctly ventilated

left beside the

and anaesthetised

patient’s face...

mark lines up

pilot balloon could

just above the

be in a more

vocal chords

prominent position

Endotracheal Tube

15 sec. if simple, 2 mins max if problematic

30-60 seconds

Feeling balloon is quick / Gauge is slow

Field notes & medical induction
Notes taken from training notes of one member of staff - annotated with details and problems to watch for...
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The device in context
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The process of intubation is in fact more
complex than illustrated here, but as with
viewing entire operations, the wider perspective
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was essential to providing the best solution that
would integrate into its intended environment
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Alternative intubation methods / devices: Laryngeal Mask Airway (LMA)
Below shows the intubation process in detail, with a similar device that uses a pilot and would require an ‘alert’
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The need for simplicity and order

The device in context

Even in good hospitals, operations are complex events and organisation is essential
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Product research
In order to gain a true perspective of
the problem, existing models needed
to be compared and contrasted.
The current solutions were also
reviewed at Yorkhill Hospital
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2a. Alert!
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2b. Safe
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Examination of current airway devices														
Comments on the Endotracheal Tube (ETT): Essential for use in the patient who is at risk of vomit/reflux (e.g. A&E)
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Examination of current airway devices													
Product research

Comments on Laryngeal Mask Airway (LMA): Simpler to use than an ETT, but does not protect against vomit/reflux
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Examination of current airway devices													
LMA continued...
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Comparison between both products

Product research

An insightful comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of the two products...with early brainstorming...
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Comparison continued...
Although the pilot was the major concern, the whole device needed to be evaluated as a complete system
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The medical perspective

Product research
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Comparing perceptions of the outsider (the designer) and the practitioners
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Medical staff at Yorkhill Hospital and the Great

Following the initial examination of the product,

This was essential in order to appreciate how

Western in Glasgow were interviewed and

a more in depth conversation(s) was possible

these products worked and also how current

observed at work, to understand more about

with the user to understand the product in

devices tried to tackle the problem of excessive

how the device is used in practice

greater detail.

cuff pressure....Market Research >>

Current solutions to prevent high cuff pressure
The following are the three major types of warning systems available with pros & cons (from Yorkhill interviews):
Manometers

Specialised pressure indicators

Specialised pressure cut-off values

(Pressure Gauges)

(Medex Pressure Easy)

(Pressure Off)
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This is a simple pressure gauge that connects to

A specific indicator, that retrofits to the pilot

This prototype cuts pressure off at 20cm water,

the pilot balloon and is used to check pressure,

balloon and gives a ‘green’ line

which is lower than the commonly used

with a clear indication scale.

when pressure is correct. Also monitors back-

30cm water. Aside from seemingly overcau-

pressure from ventilation. c. 2005.

tious setting, it does not allow for discretion-

+ Simple to use (familiar)
+ Accurate
+ Clear Scale
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ary measures to be applied by the doctor. The

+ Disposable (no sterilization required)

problem of it being a ‘retrofitted’ device, as

+ Dedicated / Simplified Scale

with Pressure Easy, makes the solution far from

+ Over-ride is possible*

ideal.

- Dependent of user vigilance to check in first instance

©

- Many need to be sterilised prior to use
- Expensive unit cost (c. £80-120).
- Consequently not always available

- Cumbersome size. Poor for continual monitoring

- Scale ONLY shows ‘good’ [30 cm H20] – not ‘bad’ / ‘high’.
- Viewing window hard to see (below the bulky head unit)
- Retrofitting takes time

The Pressure Easy was the latest specifically designed solution

- Retrofitting involves more cables (snag risk)

and warranted closer examination...

- Retrofitting - another ‘weakness’ in the chain (risk of germs)
* This is a notable preference of some of the doctors interviewed, that although excessive pressures of the cuff are
not desirable, there are occasions where certain discretionary measures make temporary over-ride essential.
Image: smiths-medical.com/plugins/news/2006/oct/pressureeasy-cuff-pressure-controller

The latest market solution: Pressure EasyTM

Product research
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An independent review of the functionality of the latest product on the market
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1. Quite fiddly to connect - ideally requires two
hands to do this properly (good seal)
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2. Overall connection takes 20-30 seconds and
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has added considerably mass and messy cables

Pilot balloon in
typical environment
AVOID RETROFITTING!
Image above illustrates the environment at
there are many cables and the risk of snagging
is real - as it could rip the (still inflated) cuff
through the vocal chords. This does not
happen often, but when it does it is very serious.
Hence retrofitting should be avoided wherever
possible!

3. The WORST PROBLEM - the viewing window is a.

4. Testing this rather complicated system..

5. To do this well, more than one perspective

tiny and b. only shows good - not bad pressure!

The solution needs to be more intuitive..

was necessary to gain a fresh perspective...

Other perspectives on anaesthesia and pilot balloons
Although user insight is essential, some abstract perspectives helped broaden the scope of the project
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It was also insightful to investigate what the

Further ‘removed’ from medical procedure

junior doctors thought, through forums and

was the insight of interaction designer, Liliana

other blogs. This was an important insight as

Rodriguez, who helped explore other methods

experience relates to pressure judgement

of how we interact with our environment

Evaluation of airway devices

Product research

With a fuller understanding of the functionality and construction, the project gained a deeper understanding
These products were discussed with peers on
the course, to making observations at this early
stage of design development.
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From this early ideas formed as possible solu-
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tions, as is the natural pragmatic way...but
these ideas were ‘shelved’ temporarily, so that
the scope of the investigation could still explore
new concepts (rather than settle on one too
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soon).
Right: a typical brainstorm, October 2008.
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The next step was to conduct user research to
explore the source of the problem...
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User testing
An challenging and essential part of
this project was to gain interviews with
the user - the anaesthetists.
Humans have a great ability to
adapt to their environment and
many medical staff are pragmatic
by nature. Indeed ‘experts’ are often
so familiar with their field, that they
manage to circumvent problems and
view this the value of a time-served
doctor.
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However, the pilot balloon is a case
in point, where (generally) the more
experienced the doctor was, the
lower /safer the pressure was. Years
of experience had allowed them to
master the device. However, with the
less experienced doctors there was a
view that they were learning and the
skill would come with time - as with so
much of their profession.
Despite this admirable commitment to
learn a multitude of tasks, the designer can help by recognising something
that is needlessly difficult and finding
a solution or modification to make it
simpler to user / learn.
The following section outlines a simple
test to understand the interaction of
man and machine.

2b. Safe
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Test procedure1: Understanding the user- functionality of a pilot balloon
A test was devised to observe how doctors interacted with pilot balloons when setting/checking pressure(s)
Two simple test procedures:
1. Set the pressure
(to see what user feels is safe).
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2. Guess the pressure
(can user judge the pressure set randomly).
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Each test was done with A. Random pilot balloons & B. Identical ones.

Syringe

Mixed Pilot Balloons
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Monitor Line
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Manometer

A. Random pilot balloons were tested to see

B. Four identical pilot balloons were tested to

which gave best response to the user.

assess how well the user repeatedly set pressures

User testing

Graph showing: 1. variance of pressure set - Blue Line
					
2. Variance (accuracy) - Black line
The Ideal / Max Pressure < 30cm water - Yellow line
Inflation Pressure
Max Pressure (30 cm water)

Manometer
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Average Pressure / cm Water

Pilot Balloons
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Ideal / maximum pressure or below this line

Juniors & Assistants - often overpressurise the ‘Cuff’ / Pilot.

Consultants - generally better judges of safe
pressure, but still with varying accuracy.

What is important to take from the graphs is not

This test is by no means comprehensive, but a

so much the impact of experience, but that all

fair start, which would suggest that even the

of those tested has variances between ±5 to

‘best’ user’s skill could skill appreciate having

Test set-up, done just before patients are

±30 cm water. To put this in context the sketch

the pilot balloon alert to give an accurate

intubated (for real) at Yorkhill.

model triggers with ±2 cm water accuracy.

indication of maximum pressure.
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Evaluation of first test-rig... The need for a ‘gurgling’ test-rig!
The previous test-rig did not ‘gurgle’ like the patients lungs usually do during intubation...The gurgling test-rig was born!
Following a suggestion by one of the members
of the staff who has already been familiar with
this sort of testing, who felt that it was not a ‘fair
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test’ as it did not reflect the full process that a
anaesthetist undergoes during the intubation.
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When the ET tube is inserted, and the cuff
inflates, the seal creates a blockage so that the
ventilated gases pass oonly through the tube
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and not around it. However, prior to this perfect
seal - a ‘gurgling’ sound can be heard as the
seal is nearing it’s full effect. It is this that many
practitioners claim to listen to and hence tend
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to disregard this test methodology - even if they
agree that there is a risk of tracheal damage.

This was quite a serious challenge and resulted

in discussion as to how to incorporate a familiar

©

test scenario...Two things were needed:

1. A ‘back pressure’, to give the air escape/seal
2. A tube that had similar reaction/feel to the
trachea itself.

The following pictures show how a replica

Above shows how various densities and sections

...Much to our surprise, this rather Heath-Robinson

trachea was simulated, before reviewing with

of foam were cut to replicate the feel of the

approach to mimicking a trachea yielded a

the ‘best’ judges of the previous experiment.

trachea. Next image shows syringes that have

near-unanimous decision that syringe cuts of 5

been split to different lengths...

-6 were the only contenders, with 5 being set

Test-rig mark II : “The Gurgler” [February 2009]

User testing

The end result still needs to be validated by the medical/publications profession, but is the first of its kind!
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The final model, with a series of 3-way taps to
allow air into each tube to be tested. The ET tube
is capped to simulate the ventilation machine.
Air is fed in and a ‘gurgle’ is heard until sealed!
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The NEW “Gurgler”: a new generation of pilot balloon test-rigs! [May 2009]
The first test-rig worked well, but needed be to equivalent to current research. Currently listed for journal publication
This is the current version that is being used

Endotracheal tube cuff inflation

around Glasgow to gain valuable insight into
100

which the best pilot balloon (currently) is.
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90

Current feedback indicates that a larger area
of the pilot and a soft silicone (as opposed to
PVC) give the least variance in the result and
generally encourage a lower pressure setting.

80
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70
60
50

The set-up on the right may look reasonably
similar, but it has been re-built to be a fair

Inflation pressure cm H20
(median
& interquartile range)
20
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Design Outcomes:
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30

comparison with the existing methodologies,
following examination of various journals.

40

- Need device to have accurate tolerance of

a

b

c

e

f

Pilot balloon

±2cm water or less to be a convincing product

©

d

- Use Silicone - thin walled. Complies with new
legislation (PVC to be phased out) and gives
seemingly good results.

- Larger profiles are better than small profiles
- ‘Flat’ profiles, rather than rounded are good
- Add tactile points to focus concentration but
keep simple functionality

a
Portex

b
Flexicare

c

d

Millinckrodt

Intersurgical

e
Intavent Ortho.

f
Proact
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Mark III test-rig
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Concept
development
The concept development and user
testing were done in tandem and
evaluated at various stages. This
was the most natural progression
to continually change the scope
of the brief as new information and
perspectives were accumulated.
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It is fair to point out that the learning
curve of medical knowledge and
certainly health & safety influenced
the design as it progressed to retain
commercial appeal.
The following section shows some of
the main stages of development. It is
apparent that the scope of the design
exploration was deliberately limited to
the following initial requirements:
- non electromechanical
- few components/moving parts
- non-retrofitting
Arguably, these could have been
contested and indeed wireless
technology (a strong movement in
the industry) does not feature in the
end device. However, it was decided
that the simplest solution would be the
most attractive and therefore likely to
gain market acceptance.

2b. Safe
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Early concept generation (excerpts)
Early concept focused on creating a simple, fully-intergrated system - a new form of pilot balloon...

1

2
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3

1-4: A concept to create a one way valve that
could be squeezed to release/allow air in/out of
the balloon.
This was not a particularly simple solution, but one

4

that seemed interesting to investigate. Because
of the nature of this project, much of the experimentation/brainstorming/etc was done in a
quick sketch/idea- mock-up manner.

5: A concept that was not able to be simply modelled: pressure reactive
paint. The idea being that as the tensile stress of the skin of the balloon

5.

changed, the colour would represent this. Despite finding companies interested in this process, none gave tolerances required.

“Bellows” - a typical concept development

Concept development

An example of a typical development: An expanding profile that reveals a red/alerting section at high pressure
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This concept worked on a bellows function -

However, the concept looked quite difficult

similar to that of an old camera, etc. The idea

to make, but was trialed in the silicone mould

was that as the pressure increased at a certain

to make sure that it did not have the desired

point the bellow would invert - quite dramati-

geometry/functionality.

cally/quickly, exposing a warning band.
It would later be found that this was not the
Compared to the ‘pop-up button’ - this was

best way to make an accurate geometry, but a

more of a definite signal as the red would be

valuable research process.

fully concealed/exposed.
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Selected concepts
A variety of pilot balloons were selected to be investigated as possible warning solutions
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Concept development
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These concepts outline some of the ideas that were considered to take
the project further. They were designed in reference to the criteria as
described earlier, while also trying to avoid some of the pitfalls of current
products on the market.
Many of the forms looks quite organic and this is heavily due to the
influence biomimetics, which gave a strong emphasis on the need for
simplicity being well made. Some of this inspiration is shown overleaf...
Following this small digression, there is a more structured approach
to design, in the form of a morphological chart, to evaluate the best
concept to develop further.

Biomimetic inspiration
Not a new trick to designers - but nature is a frequent source of inspiration and a design standard to aspire to!
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Various forms that inspired the organic shape of
many of the pilot balloon designs...
...As is often the way, nature usually has been
there already and managed to achieve the
seemingly impossible.
This provided quite a substantial stimulus to
design new forms - but also to pursue what was
a difficult geometry(s) to manufacture. There
must be a way to make this work!
Plants: A scanning microscope survey, by J. H. Troughton, J Whiley & Sons.

Plant membranes
Some innovative way that plants disperse pollen through a change in cell pressure
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Concept
selection
& refinement
Although the concept exploration
was exciting and enjoyed the luxury
of design influences from natural
mechanisms, the urgent task was to
push the project forward and make
a decision about which concept to
develop further.
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Indeed there are always favourites or
initial ‘gut’ reactions but these need
to be moderated against an unbiased
set of criteria - which was the initial
brief established at the start and that
evolved with the project.
The following section shows some of
the methodologies (both theoretical
and analytical) that were used to
evaluate the concepts. It should be
noted that it was a mix of the input
from hospital staff, technicians and
peers but also the role of the designer
was to try to keep the selection
process as unbiased as possible to
yield an honest result.
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Plasticine models used to appreciate scale and potential functionality
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Silicone casting to create hollow forms (balloons)

1

2

Concept selection

57

3
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Plasticine models are placed in mould boxes

4
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Pouring silicone to CAST the models
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Plasticine models removed from the silicone
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Vacuum the silicone to remove air

6

Pouring silicone inside the moulds...

Some of the silicone prototypes. None were

...this is then poured out to give a hollow form

successful, but were an educational experience!

Morphological analysis of pilot balloon concepts
A weighted comparison of each of the previous concepts, to evaluate which is the best all round solution
Morphological Chart of Integrated Pilot Balloons

The following concepts have been compared
against each other, over a set of ranked objectives.
Each design shown is also successful in the following
preliminary criteria.

m
o

- Non-Retrofitted (integrated)
- Single Use (typical modern requirement)
- Scalable (pressure calibration possible)
What follows is an analysis of Operational
Functionality/Reliability, Production Feasibility - with
a view to determine the Market Potential of the
successful concept.

Desirables Features
Commercial Reality

Slip - Ring Concept
A thin calibrated coil of metal
is wrapped around the pilot
balloon. As pressure increases,
the balloon swells - the coil
unravels and more of the colour
bandings expose. (Red = High).
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Overflowing Cups
Two solid cups contain a flexible
balloon - such that at the correct
pressure the walls are flush. If the
pressure exceeds, the balloon
protrudes beyond the cup walls to be seen as a budge.

Box - Spiral
Using the ‘memory’ of plastic,
a twist is formed in a box form,
which will untwist as the pressure
increases. Straight side would
signify the correct pressure and
bulging would be too high.

Needs perspective
viewpoint to see budge

5

Simple to observe

6

Very simple to see

8

Limited area to feel, as
cups are solid

4

Ridges may impede
tactile sense, but still ok

6

Full tactile sense - BUT Conflicts with visual key

5

Not familiar, but budge
is reasonable feature

5

Unfamiliar, and a
complex notion

3

Familiar shape, good
visual potential

7

Does not require high
degree of interaction

3

Does not require high
degree of interaction

3

If marks were more
visible it would help

5

No real means of
recording

1

No real means of
recording

1

Time delay might be
apparent on markings

3

Pressure Sensitive Markings
Markings would change colour as
the pressure increased within the
balloon, as the surface tension
changed.

Design Requirement

Wt.

Visual Warning

9Best

Potentially quite small
Trafficlights are effective

3

Tactile Feedback

9Best

Band may restrict
feeling

4

Easy Use/Familiarity

8Best

Not familiar banding needs close observation

4

Improve Technique

6Best

Does not require high
degree of interaction

2

‘Alert’ Recording

7Best

Ring could stay in place
- until corrected

6

Life Cycle Analysis

8Best

Twined Materials - hard
to separate

3

Twined Materials - hard
to separate

2

Single material. But long
demould time likely

6

Paint on material, not
ideal for separation

6

7Best

Difficult ring to calibrate

3

Geometry is complex of
cups and bulging

3

Twist geometry difficult
to calibrate

3

Paint hard to source
and calibrate

4

Ease of Manufacture

9Best

Requires assembly or
inter-moulding

2

Requires assembly or
inter-moulding

2

Mould has complex
drafting - long demould

3

Simple, but some
specialised paint work

6

Market Interest

9Best

Viewed as too complex

2

Viewed as too
unfamiliar

2

Interesting, but perhaps
too unfamiliar

3

Potentially interesting,
but visual/tactile loss

7

Total (weighted)

/72

R&D Complexity

Concept
Evaluation >>
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Slip - Ring Concept
Generally appearing to be too
complex to manufacture and
too difficult to read in general
practice

27

Overflowing Cups
The least successful concept,
owing to the design capability
and the lack of familiarity with the
viewing of a profile change.

34

Box - Spiral
Although a rather unfamiliar
concept, it was an interesting
exploration of how to represent a
system change - though perhaps
not realistic for the demanding
environment of hospital care

51

Pressure Sensitive Markings
A very attractive idea, held back
by sourcing of materials and
technology. One unfortunate
downside being that the patterns
discourage interactive learning through feeling, etc.

Selection of “pop-up” pilot balloon

Concept selection

59

The selected example had areas of weakness than needed to be improved as the design process progressed...
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Pop-Up Button
Similar to the Bellows concept,
but with a localised ‘button’ that
would protrude at high pressures.
This would involve interaction
of pressing button down again
when pressure was corrected.

Gill - Window (Eyelet) Concept
A pilot with a section in the
centre that is open when at safe
pressure, but the side calls close
the ‘window’ if pressure is too
high.

Obvious operation,
large surface area

9

Clear to see
less than bellows

8

Assuming reasonable
window size, ok.

6

Simple deviation of
wings, clearly visible

7

9Best Visual Warning

Majority of area can be
felt. Ribs may impede

7

Base - same. Button may
be more tactile (thinner)

8

Similar feel, but window
may alter flexibility

5

Different feel, but
potentially good

6

9Best Tactile Feedback

Simple checking, re-set
could be difficult

6

Re-set is new, but similar
to squeeze operation

7

Clear indication - but
requires viewing angle

4

Simple mechanism, not
that familiar

5

8Best Easy Use/Familiarity

Alert occurs with visual
and tactile interaction

5

Alert occurs with visual
and tactile interaction

5

Requires interaction, but
view may be difficult

4

Wing movement is hard
to judge exactly

3

6Best Improve Technique

Evidence of high
pressure. Need re-set

7

Evidence of high
pressure. Need re-set

7

No real means of
recording

1

No real means of
recording

1

7Best ‘Alert’ Recording

Single mould material,
but may be twin-shot

7

Single mould material,
but may be twin-shot

7

Single mould material,
but may be twin-shot

7

Single mould material,
but may be twin-shot

7

8Best Life Cycle Analysis

Geometry is hard to
calibrate and repeat

3

Simple - providing mould
is perfected

3

Eye profile hard to
calibrate

2

Wing profile/action hard
to calibrate

2

7Best R&D Complexity

Simple - providing mould
is perfected

7

Simple - providing mould
is perfected

7

Simple, but requires
sliding inserts

6

Complex Drafting

5

9Best Ease of Manufacture

360-deg. visibility good.
Perhaps tricky to re-set

7

Simple operation.
Encourages interaction.

9

Perhaps difficult to view

5

Needs convincing of
new style of monitoring

5

9Best Market Interest

41

/72 Total (weighted)
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Bellows - Style Balloon
A strong contender - with the
best all round visibility, though
perhaps was let down by
potential complexity of re-setting
of device. Intuitive mechanism
with ‘record’ of incident.
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Pop-Up Button
Popular all-round performance
and suitability to the job.
Main concern is with design
and calibration of the subtle
mechanism itself. Time and
money required to realise fully.

40

Gill - Window Concept
A fair concept, but one that
requires too much close
inspection and would be difficult
to calibrate.

Winged (Butterfly) Concept
An interesting method of
referencing pressure changes,
though arguably not very familiar
to the user and hard to calibrate.

Wt. Design Requirement

Commercial Reality

©
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Winged (Butterfly) Concept
The ‘wings’ have the effect
of magnifying the change in
pressure, such that they remain
together at safe pressure, but
open as pressure becomes too
high.

Desirables Features

c
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Bellows - Style Balloon
The mid-section of the balloon
can invert and would stay
contained at low pressures - only
to expand at high pressures. This
would expose a warning colour
to attract attention to check.

“Pop-up” concept
The chosen concept that operated by a deforming membrane that changes at (a specific) high pressure
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This concept used the existing pilot balloon form

The pay-off of this R&D would be a device that

for familiarity - but with the new functionality of

was not too much more complex than the

a deformable membrane.

existing device to manufacture - and could be
licenced as such to a prospective company.

The precise mechanics of this mechanism

The silicone mould (right) was a rough idea and

are simple in concept - but required exten-

did not perform as intended, but instead justi-

sive research and development to obtain the

fied the need for more resources and precision

correct response and accuracy needed for

to develop this idea further, which came in the

surgical conditions.

form of various awards and prizes.

“Pop-up” concept

Concept selection
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Mock-up of the ‘pop-up’ membrane
A very worthwhile mock-up that yielded a functional (and later discovered) accurate ‘pop-up’ pilot balloon

1

2
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These pictures show the development of the
membrane....
1. various flexible materials with existing buttonlike shapes were collected and the section was
sandwiched between two pieces of plastic.
This gave an inherent potential energy to the
material to reflex or ‘pop’ back and forth.
2. The chosen sample - aptly made from
silicone, was inserted into a pilot balloon and
the cuff was squeezed: the button popped at
a realistic pressure, so the project progressed
with this assurance of a feasible functionality.
The next task was to make this a reproducible
manufacturing process.

Role-playing: Testing the new ‘pop-up’ alert

Concept selection

63

Although not that realistic, it was essential to trial the product, even in a simplistic scenario
This was a great trial, as rather than just considering the concept in isolation, it became
extremely apparent that an early observation

m
o

that had seemed minor was in fact quite serious.
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If a device needs to be checked, it should be
in a prominent position - whether it is a normal
pilot or the new concept, the current position
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of the pilot shown left, just dangling by the face
was not likely to encourage diligent checking.
This problem needed to be addressed and was
an issue that was raised in the patent application, as part of the complete system. The
solution is shown in the next section of ‘Other
concepts’...
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Proof of concept
The ‘pop-up’ balloon that was
mocked-up initially was a very useful
step to take in the design process as
it gave a strong indication as to the
feasibility of the concept.
However, the importance of the
pressure alert is also in its accuracy.
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The following section gives an
indication of how this rudimentary
model still has a remarkably good
tolerance in its action. With this
‘proof’ of concept, later versions
may be hard to replicate - in terms
of scaling up in manufacturing
processes, but remain highly likely.
Although statistics should be treated
with due suspicion, this model
appears to be 2.5 times more
accurate than the best doctor that
was tested, in terms of variance of
reading the correct pressure... A
promising start to this next phase of
development.

2b. Safe
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Proof of concept
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Testing reliability of the first mock-up (“pop-up”) Pressure Alert
Using a pressure gauge to repeatedly check that the button reacts at the same pressure
The first model was made by hand and was to
demonstrate functionality. In fact it triggers at

Pressure Alert still
allows palpitated
checking

40cm water, as oppose to the required 30cm
water. However, this was a relatively small vari-
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ation for the purposes of the design develop-
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ment. The following sections illustrate how the
process was carried out and the results that are
very encouraging for a first attempt.
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A manometer (pressure gauge) was attached
to a 3-way tap, which allowed the interaction
between the syringe and pilot/cuff to be kept in
equilibrium (rather than being connected after
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the event had occurred). The procedure was
then performed as if it was being used at the
hospital:

1. The cuff would begin fully deflated and
then be inflated

©

Pilot Balloon
+ Pressure Alert
Pilot - Cuff
Connection Line
(In Equilibrium)
3-Way Tap
Cuff Balloon
P <30 cm water
Section of an
Endotracheal Tube

2. (whilst squeezing the balloon) until…
3. …the Alert or ‘pop’ occurred.

Syringe 20ml
(Typical usage)

4. The reading of the pressure was noted
5. Test repeated 20 times.
+ The test was again repeated, but rather than
the syringe causing the pilot to trigger – it would
be caused by squeezing the cuff itself.

Manometer: IGNORE SCALE!
This is for paediatric devices, which operate at lower
pressures. The gauge still was accurate enough for
this simple experiment to test the principal.

Test1: Syringe inflation

Alert at 40 ± 2 cm water pressure
Safe Position

Typically at the start of the operation
Test 1: syringe inflation test.
Through observation of the detailed inset
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images, we can see how the pilot balloon
‘pops-up’ in the desired manner, to alert the
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user that the pressure is too high. The instruction
is to take air out with the syringe until it can be
depressed again. In order to check the reliability of this action, the same cycle was repeated
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40 times over 2 sets of tests (after one test everything was disconnected and reconnected, to
ensure fair connection). Below shows the set-up
and the results - showing good margin of error
(±2 cm water pressure).
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Note the change in the plunger of the syringe is
very small – to illustrate how sensitive users have
to be to get a safe result. Clearly it is not an

©

easy judgement to make by feel alone.

Note the tiny
change in the
syringe plunger!

Test 2: Creeping cuff pressure
Typically in long operations/ICUs

Safe Position

Test 2: Nitrous Oxide pressure increase
(increased pressure in the cuff).
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This test was to ensure that the pressure reaction
was not related only to inflation, and that
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a gradual pressure increase in the cuff, (a
common phenomenon in operations, caused
by Nitrous Oxide diffusion into the cuff*), was
also accounted for. This was simulated by
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gently squeezing the Cuff – until the pilot
balloon ‘popped’ and then taking a reading of
the relevant pressure. Again, this was repeated
40 times over 2 sets, to validate the accuracy/
reliability of the alert mechanism.
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The variance is actually better for this test, perhaps

due to the air increase being slightly slower
delivery from the cuff to the pilot balloon.

©

* This is a phenomenon that occurs in most
operations, whereby the Nitrous Oxide (an

anaesthetic gas), will diffuse into the cuff, and
steadily increase the pressure of the cuff/pilot
balloon. In long periods, such as intensive care,
this can be especially dangerous and as such
an ‘alert’ would no doubt be beneficial to
check the pressure of the cuff.

Alert at 39 ± 2 cm water pressure
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Other concepts
(Including the Vent-Clip)
As the project developed and
background knowledge in
anaesthetic practice grew, a deeper
understanding of the concept began
to emerge.
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This was especially true when
considering the peripherals that went
with the Endotracheal Tube itself.
What was initially just a tube, was now
part of a bigger system...
The Vent-Clip is the first of its kind
- a modification of the ventilation
attachment that the ET tube attaches
to during the operation. This seems
a remarkably simple idea, that often
surprises those interviewed as to why it
has not been done already!
Aside from this there are other
explorations within the peripherals of
the ventilation procedure, outlined in
this section.
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The “Vent-Clip” - a better place to put a pilot balloon

Page section title here

A better place to put the device - regardless of its functionality, a more prominent position will help diligent care
Body Text
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Above shows the two scenarios where the pilot

These images show first the current clips of

The two models above are of a rough mock-up

balloon (standard / pop-up alert) could be

various ventilation products. Most are designed

and a more refined version. One note is that

neglected by leaving them beside the head.

for functionality and do not take into account

when clipped the insert does not release air

Next is the simple modification to raise aware-

anything more.

from the 1-way value, but other than that there

ness and hopefully just be more convenient

are no real complications to adhere to.
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The “Vent-Clip” in action

Page section
Other
concepts
title here

A prominent position for pilot balloons
As can be seen from the current solution - the
pilot is not only less likely to get tangled up with
other cables (a problem highlighted earlier!)

m
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but it is also more likely to encourage routine
checking of the pressure - whether by palpita-
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tion or with the new alert on display, as shown
below. This was a part of the project that
helped strengthen the patent folio for commercial licencing of the intellectual property.
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Problem: Refitting a Vent-Tube

Page section title here

For when the ET tube length needs to be adjusted
At the beginning of the anaesthetic procedure, the tube should
be chosen to be the right size and in some cases may be
modified by cutting the tube length a small amount. However, in
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some cases the adjustment may be made during the operation.
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This is a slightly fiddly job for any member of staff and for some
requires excessive force on their part to insert the attachment
back in again. Although many doctors find ways to ease this
in, e.g. with lubricant - this is not ideal and a slip would hurt the
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patient if they were intubated.
To make this procedure a little easier the new ventilation clip will
come with a small screw thread on the end. Although care has
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been taken to make the mould simple, it will need further investigation to see if it is commercially viable.

©
Screw threads for easy
re-insertion into the ET tube.

74

Risks of re-sizing tubes

Other concepts

This follows new recommendations from the Journal ‘Anaesthesia’. More details in Technical Report
As highlighted from the procedure of cutting
the tube - this can occasionally go wrong and
the pilot tube can also be cut. It the patient is
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already intubated, as is sometimes the case,

then the patient would usually need to be
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re-intubated to prevent the gas leak. However,
new legislation is soon to recommend that a

23G syringe can be inserted into the ventilation
line to maintain the seal until a more
convenient moment to
reintubate the patient.
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>> A suggest symbol to add
to the new design.
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23G
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A re-design of the cuff - to be less damaging
Although the pilot is important to consider, it is the cuff that creates the damage and should also be considered...
Open-celled sponge used to create a softer
seal against the tracheal (reducing dependance on air to seal airway fully)
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The balloon can still be inflated, but the sponge
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would deform to the specific geometry of the
trachea more effectively (or so it is proposed)
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This was a dish-sponge and there are far more
specialised foams available. However, it still
shrinks to a reasonable volume.
However, it was found that this idea has already
been patented, but has been superseded by
better solutions.

Anti-regurgitation cuff for Laryngeal Mask Airway

Other concepts

LMA devices do not prevent against reflux of the stomach. This is a possible solution that was considered early on
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The idea behind the concept is that if ET tubes

...However, if they did, the LMA already

are more damaging than LMAs - why not just

provides a much gentler seal in the airway.

use LMAs...the reason was that they do not
prevent against reflux...

Ultimately this concept was rejected as being
too complex and unpredictable, but a fun
prototype to operate nonetheless!
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Modelling the
mechanism
This was an essential part of the
project - working out how best
to model the device’s pop-up
membrane.
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Much of this discussion is covered
in the technical report, but the
outcome was that although there are
mathematical models that could be
used, they are either too elaborate
- or as was frequently the case only considering inflation of a fixed
membrane in one direction.
It is important to recognise that the
‘button’ goes through varying states
of compression and relaxation and
given that the rest of the balloon
is also moving with it, it suddenly
becomes a complex model that
would not be easy to simulate in
mechanics or in computer simulations
for finite element analysis (although it
was attempted - poorly!).
The following section is brief as a
result, but gives a deeper insight into
the task at hand and the need to
make prototypes and use iterative
processes to refine the geometry and
mechanics of the design.
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Modelling the problem
Defining the problem in terms of the mechanism required to make the alert work

Pressure Alert:
Top Membrane In Action >>

1.

2.

Safe/No Pressure
Button Depressed In

m
o

>> Button gradually rises and deforms until the pressure forces it to point of inflection >>
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3.

4.
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Increased Pressure
~ 0-20 cm water

It can be seen how the membrane would

Increased Pressure
~ 20-25 cm water

e
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Very High Pressure
~ 30+ cm water

P

O P !

5.

Pressure Exceeded
Alert Is Triggered!
Over 30 ±1 cm water
is ideal value

...Consequently, it was decided over much

A high accuracy mould was needed for injec-

change was pressure increased. This is actually

deliberation (summary in Technical Report) that

tion moulding. However, this mould would need

quite a complex process as the sides surround-

it was best to proceed with creating a more

to be more complex - as it would need to be

ing the button are in fact, not at all rigid, but

accurate geometry for the pilot balloon and

adjustable to facilitate refinement of the button

flexing with the increase in pressure too...

the membrane/button.

geometry(s).

©

1.
Inflate
Mould specifications

Modelling the mechanism

Outlining the variables that the test-mould will need to cope with
Mould Specification:

2a. Alert!

The mould would have to be able to adjust to
the following variables of the pilot geometry:

m
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- Thickness of the button, independent to...
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- Thickness of the main pilot balloon
- Direction of the button (moulded in/out)
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1. Inflate
2a. Alert!

Anaestheti
c

Gase
s

Lungs

Anaesthetic
Gases

ph
Oeso

agus
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The material too would play an important part
and as such would need to be investigated.
Material testing was a considerable part of the
research and development.

Trachea
Cuff

The mould itself was to be made for a limited
budget for testing purposed, but would give
a clearer perspective of the feasibility of the
production.
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Injection mould
design
Now that the concept was well established, both in terms of operational
qualities and in terms of context within
the environment, the need to bring
the mould closer to production was
essential.
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The following process to take concept
to production was a complex one
and require advice from many industry professions.
The result was a more realistic mould
that would not only be simpler to
scale to production, but before that
- enabled calibration to obtain the
perfect mould geometry - to allow the
trigger at the precise pressure.
The process begins by looking at the
desired geometry of the part and
then assessing how best to translate
this into a mould form.

2b. Safe
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Morphological chart of the best button profiles
Selecting the best profile for the button
Although uniform thickness is usually
advised, variations are possible
and would be beneficial to the
functionality: Thicker top / thinner side
walls were selected to give the button
a ‘weak’ area to reflex (‘pop’ in/out)

Edge-Reflex

m
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Surface (Top)

l
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p

Reinforcement

Wall/Button Profile

Structural (Swages)
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Although the button (top) profile would
gain more strength from ‘spokes’ or
other ‘swages’, it should be kept free
from tactile interference for the user. A
Domed profile will give strength and a
simple form to feel

Metal inserts would give a more
defined reflex to the button, as would
‘Twin-Shot’ injection moulding, but
would add a lot of complexity. A
thickening of the ‘collar’ of the button
will be the first proposal for testing

The selection of how the swage is
formed is important as it will affect the
flow of the liquid material in the mould.
For simplicity, the variation should be
kept to a minimum, and variations only
used where essential

The implementation of ‘swages’
(structural forms) would allow the
upper section to remain firmer, while
the button and lower section can
deform. For simplicity, an ‘oval’ shape
will trial and refined as necessary

The Final Selection
This was a collection of the most
effective solutions and also the most
feasible aspects to research and
prototype. Yellow boxes are potential
areas of interest for future investigation

Exploring how to make the mould

Injection mould design

Finding the simplest way to modify the mould for different button profiles (to calibrate ‘pop-up’ at right pressure)

Morphological Chart For Variable Button Insert Design
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Top Button Insert

l
u
p
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Main Button Insert
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The final mould will have an
established profile, which will be one
simple core and cavity. However, for
the purposes of testing the button’s
geometry, inserts can be changed
accordingly with trial and error.

The Final Selection
The selected concept was a
cylindrical profile, that could be
secured with a screw from the other
side (and inverted if needed).

Technical Considerations a. Mould Functionality, b. Design Geometry (CAD)

©

Mould Functionality

Design Geometry

These are mainly features/advice
from mould manufacturers (Pascoe
Engineering, Glasgow and ProtoMold.
com). These considerations help make
for a effective mould that is easy to
use (for trials).

The Final Selection
Following notes on functionality, the
geometry also needed a ‘flange’
to allow two halves to be manually
joined together. In production it would
be made in one piece.
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Refining sketches to detailed CAD geometries

Profile

For a 2-shell pilot balloon to be sealed together

Swages

m
o

Inserts

Flange

l
u
p
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Developing the CAD Model of the Pilot Balloon
The above model resulted from many iterations
of geometry and finding a way to use ‘controlled’ surface geometry, rather than crude
‘freeform’ CAD modelling, which would not translate into a form that could be carefully manipulated in specific dimensions. The overall model
contained the necessary structural elements as

CAD Check

advised from industry advice and mould theory
books, to produce a half mould, that could be
mirrored - with the variation of the button and
then assembled for the final pilot balloon.

Applying mould specifications & concepts in CAD - for tooling
Creating a pre-production injection mould that was simple to adjust for testing / calibration of the pilot
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p
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Inlet

Core (Female) Mould

Air Vent

Flange
Inlet
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m
o
Inserts

Flange

Inlet

Cavity (Male) Mould

Swages

Air Vent

Lock Screw

Alignment
Pegs

CAD Check

Injection Mould
Created from the pilot balloon model, the injection mould was
detailed with specifically for the silicone material - which unlike many
plastics has virtually no shrinkage. This mould has the capacity to
change the button profiles (for trails), see left.

Geometry Checks
A rapid prototype was created to ensure that the geometry was as expected
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A mould mock-up

Page section
Injection
mould
title
design
here

A simple model to check how the assembly would fit together. This later proved to be a very useful tool!
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External
Consultation
The mould was a complex assembly
as it needed to perform two functions.
Firstly it had to be suitable for calibration purposes and secondly it still
needed to be realistic to what would
be required in industry.
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Although the mould is far from the
millions of units per year scalability,
efforts were taken to apply essentials
of mould design that were acquired
from a mixture of books, websites and
consulting industry professionals.
Aside from this focused look at the
mould, there were also other prototyping investigations that related to
the structure and material choices,
details in this section.

2b. Safe
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MoldFlow - Advise on plastic flow
MoldFlow provides a simulation of how a moulded part will be formed and helps highlight potential problems
Checking [Injection] Mould Flow
The above images show results from testing the

1.

3.

2.

mould, with data input/output in tables

m
o

Mouldflow is primarily designed for industrial
plastics and as such data is not readily avail-
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able for the silicones intended for this project.
However, the data can be inputted in the
form or test data, which would be possible to
input (at a later date) with a combination of

l
u
p

research and tests to compete the necessary
data for the simulations. Despite this inaccuracy, the simulation provided fair evidence of
what may well be problem areas. The overall
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flow appeared to be successful, with no major
concerns from 1. Fill, 2. Plastic Flow, 3, Pressure
Gradient. However, some air was trapping

around the ‘collar’ and inlet (5), this lead to

the possible fill-defect in 4 - where by there is a

©

change in wall thickness. This is generally not
advisable and should be avoided wherever
possible. However, elements such as ‘living
hinges’ have similar geometries to what has
been proposed with pressure alert and after

consultation with specialists (Pascoe Engineering) this was still deemed ‘feasible’. In later
testing this was born out to be true and the
mould filling was indeed successful.

4.

Testing OBJET 3D printing - to create flexible button profiles
This new technology was tested as a precursor to the (more costly) injection mould
OBJET printing is a quick process that makes
flexible prototypes in the form of 3D printing.
The information is taken as a SLT file and printed
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layer by layer. ‘Connex’ technology is another
new innovation that allows two different elas-
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tomers to be printed in the same piece, either
making a composite or in this instance allowing
the button to be softer than the shell surrounding it.
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Although this did not work as planned it gave
insight into not making the profile have too
sharp sides (else it can’t invert properly).
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Visit to medical technology conference: MED-Tech 2009
A showcase of medical designers and related suppliers / manufacturers. Many useful quotes and tips gained

Visit to MED-Tech, NEC, B’Ham,

A very specialised mould, capable of
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Close-up of single-mould balloon
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forming balloon out of silicone in one!
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Various Silicone Curiosities at
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Only exit point - very specialised work

Fabrication & suppliers

External consultation

The whole product could be specified, from silicone pad-printing to sterile packaging

Visit to MED-Tech, NEC, B’Ham, 26/3/09: To source various components and seek advice on the technicalities of the mould design / manufacture
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Pad-Printing, for Specialised Silicones

OBJET Printing - Great Flexible RP

Medical Sterile Packaging Boxes, etc.
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Pascoe Engineering, Glasgow (Injection mouldings)
Possibly the best contact about how to create a production-ready mould
The visit to Pascoe Engineering proved to be an

this more realistic to manufacture. Following this

essential visit, as well as consulting professionals

visit, many of the notes (drawn on the originally

on the feasibility of injection mould, advice was

clean mock-up) were implemented into the

given to help make a complex geometry like

CAD model, ready for tooling.
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Mock-up of mould (basic detailing)
Factory tour and injection mould advise
The revised mould + Many suggested alterations

Mould assembly

External consultation
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Injection mould
production
The tooling of the mould part was a
long process that was not always easy
to document.
Although the CAD was well received
- i.e. not any obvious mistakes, such
as missing draft, etc, there was still a
need to be on site to ensure that the
finish was to satisfaction.
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The overall mould was produced with
only a small misalignment, which did
not affect the geometry significantly.
Much of the model was built with a
tolerance in mind and the assembly
proceeded on schedule.
From this new materials could be tested and the geometry calibrated. The
next section shows the produced work
and also the adjustability of the button profiles.

2b. Safe
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Mould inserts
Reversible button profiles (Fe/Male)
The design and development of these inserts
were one of the main successes of the project.
What initially seemed to be a rather complex

m
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system in some people’s opinion, proved to
give excellent versatility to a mould.
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Only one mould could be machined in the
time-frame, so being able to adjust the mould,
was not only useful, but economical too... In

l
u
p

fact initially two moulds were commissioned for
top and bottom half or the pilot balloon - yet
with a ‘flat’ insert (as oppose to button inserts) only one mould was required!
Although this has very little bearing on the
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industrial scaling of the product, it has been a

very useful excursion in the development of the
pilot balloon.
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Female insert, placed into mould cavity

Male insert, placed into mould core

Male insert, placed into mould cavity

Male insert, placed into mould

Final mould block

Injection mould production
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The finished article*.
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*The inserts shown here were not good and were replaced, such is the purpose of the mould!
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First injection moulds

Injection mould production
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With the mould complete, the materials research could proceed
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This is one of the early tests with silicone. The
testing to fine the right material properties was
quite labour-intensive, but yielded the desired
result. (further details in Technical Report)

Working moulded prototypes
Although full testing would be necessary, the initial tests prove that the reliability is possible to achieve in silicones
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After a few attempts the silicone appeared to
work well with the mould and a steady routine
allowed similar units to be quickly and effectively produced from the mould. This mould shows
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a coloured silicone, which is likely to be mixed

(in a twin-shot mould, as described earlier) so as
to have a (soft) red button and a (firmer) blue
body. From these profiles, ‘flat’ sections were

also produced to form the reverse side of the

©

pilot balloon. These were trimmed and joined
together and fitted with a one-way valve.

The two sets of pilot balloons were varied from
0.2mm thick (button) and 0.25mm thick. Three
sets of each were made, so that comparative
tests could be made (so as to reduce the risk
of a ‘fluke’ and ensure that the specified profile
(and material) were reproducible in future.
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Testing the new pilot balloon
Validation of pressure alert
A quick test of the pilot balloons showed that
with thinner wall thicknesses, the pressure intervals were again quiet consistent. There was not

m
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time to do a full test (as with the sketch-model
pressure test), but it was possible to validate
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that the two pilot appeared to operate with
similar reliability:
0.20mm thickness – triggers at 14cm water ±1.5*

l
u
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0.25mm thickness – triggers at 20cm water ±1.5*
*It became apparent that although the general
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response of the manometer was accurate

enough (as it is for use in critical care), that for

laboratory testing, there was clearly a need for
upgrading the pressure sensor.
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Consequently a more accurate digital manometer (accurate to 0.01 cm water) is being

rented by Yorkhill to improve the accuracy of
future testing.
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Review
The following section shows the
highs & lows of the prototype phase.
Although this is far from the extent
of the entire process, it gives an
overview of the trail and error involved
in producing even a seemingly simple
product, such as this.
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Trials and [many] errors

Good concept/ functionality

Concept development to find an operational prototype
40cm H20
First Working

Trigger

Prototype

m
o

Plasticine
Model
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3D Print from
CAD Model
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First

Great first

Silicone Test

Target - need

functionality

production

test

model...

Good
concept!

©

Needs work...
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OBJET Print
All Soft

Great success!
(Took a few

Helpful as a

to fix some
Good learning

check - but
that’s all!!

A good

experience,

concept

but poor

for using

performance

problems!)

‘Twin Shot’

Terrible

moulding?

performance far to soft & no
‘pop’ action!

result! Need
proper mould
November

Solid/Soft

Soft/Softer

attempts

Poor mould

October
2008

Mould (Solid)

OBJET Print

OBJET Print

Very Close to

First Injection

December

January
2009

February

Poor concept/ functionality

20cm H20
15cm H20

Trigger

Trigger
Fewer Air
Full Moulded
All Silicone
(with Red Ink)

Vacuum Cast

Silicone Button

Resin Button

in Resin (MCP)
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Using 3.5mm
high button

- best result,

but too thick
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at 1mm wall

Silicone Pilot
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& Inset Button
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Solid Shell &
Solid Shell &

Silicone Shell

Bubbles!

Investiga-

tion at colour

twin-shot-style

Best version

Improved

- calibrated

version

to operate at

0.2mm thick
button -

Pretty close
- still needs
minor adjustments

increase to
fit desired
pressure (30)

0.1mm thick
button

mouldings

thickness

Good idea,

A small

but final

The refinement of the ‘pop-up’ device was a

A nice idea

improvement,

decision

complex process of trials of different materials

but with poor

but not better

that button

and geometries to achieve a reliable function-

results - resin

than the first

needed to be

prototype

changed....

too thick
March

ality to alert the user at a excessive pressure.
April

May

Critical review of project
Commercial Innovation

Dynamics – Modelling the Problem

Pilot Geometry

I am pleased with the commerciality of this

Compared to some projects I have worked

Much of this work was summarised from the

project. Throughout my course there has been

on, this section is fairly ‘slim’ on calculations.

design journal in the form of tables. Arguably

some useful insights into industrial practice, but

However, there was considerable effort taken

this is not always the best reference for critical

only really in the final years has commercial

to try to understand the problem from a math-

review of concepts for the reader of this report,

production been emphasised as the value of

ematic modelling perspective. Many profes-

but it gives an overview of what was a lengthy,

applying academic knowledge to a target

sionals were consulted – including a PhD

but essential process. The over arching princi-

market. Given the user-research I am confident

student who has spent time modelling silicone

pal of all of the concepts from an early stage

of its appeal however, I would still acknowledge

elastomers and membranes, but this problem

was their ability to integrate with the existing

that as far as the worldwide market demand,

was considered too complex because of the

system. Although there have been many other

this requires far greater validation. I have been

‘inverting’ nature of the button. Similarly, there

suggestions considered for retrofitting other

learning a range of business acumen from both

are many textbooks and journal solutions for

‘pressure check’ devices, these seemed to

NESTA and Scottish Institute for Enterprise and

expanding membranes, but few have this char-

be unfavourable not only with those users at

hope that this will stand me in good stead for

acteristic of inversion. The end result was to

Yorkhill, but also the sales did not suggest a

the licensing negotiations set to take place in

model the project experimentally and devise a

genuine acceptance of ‘yet another add-on’.

the foreseeable future.

system that can be easily modified to achieve

It was quite a divergent move to opt for some-

a calibrated functionality.

thing essentially simple, yet it is clear that the

©
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‘devil is in the detail’ and a great deal of refinement to the geometry was required over the
course of the project.

Review

111

CAD & Mould Design

Validation – Test Runs

User Testing

Much of my theoretical engineering knowledge

There are probably dozens of test iterations

Aside from personal efforts to realise this

came to the fore when designing this section,

of the pilot balloon. However, what becomes

product in terms of production and commercial

using the software also requires a broad

apparent is the need to balance designing

reality, it has been beneficial working with

knowledge of mould processes and an ability

with the user and designing for the user. As the

industry professionals, not only at the hospital

to visualise the external factors which complete

prototypes have been made, it has been an

but as part of the manufacturing process.

the industrial process. The relatively small scale

excellent opportunity to test them at Yorkhill

With that said, the knowledge of designing for

of this project has led to an in-depth production

and gain feedback to what is working and

an end user who really needs good design,

of this component. Consultation with industry

what is problematic. Although it is important for

rather than only for consumer gain, is an ethic

professionals has been beneficial at several

a designer not to be dominated by the user,

that I intend to continue wherever possible

stages of the project. Pascoe Engineering

there have been some good examples of when

in my career. I feel that there has been a

have been invaluable in not only giving tours of

consulting with the user can make a problem

significant effort to understand not only the

the factory, but also reviewing the redesigned

a success: One such example was that during

user’s wants, but also the things that they

component, giving advice for the prototype

early tests I realised that once the button had

need. Subtle observations as an outsider

mould and also translating this into how it will

popped up, it did not pop down when air was

have often provoked questions that lead

change when scaled up to a full production

evacuated from the system and the pressure

even experienced professionals to consider a

run. Working with experts like these has given

dropped. Initially I thought that this would be a

situation anew. It is insight like this that has been

a genuine appreciation for the need for

failing, but if fact this proved to be an essential

most rewarding through this project – and also

engineering rigour to allow design to come to

requirement not initially stated in the brief - It

in devising a better test facility so that future

life.

turned out that if the button stayed in ‘alert’ –

analysis of these devices might be done with a

even if it was not true, both gave a record of

more ‘real’ perspective. It has been a privilege

an incident and aroused suspicion to check the

and a great deal of fun to work in such an

patient’s general wellbeing – which both help

environment and to be a part of a device that

improve duty to care more than a specific alert.

could help improve care and even save lives.
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Comments
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over-inflation is a problem, especially in paediatrics
...excellent concept... nice and simple, easy to see, no extra connections...
...cuff

NM - Senior lecturer in paediatric anaesthesia. President of association of paediatric anaesthetists.

I see a lot of airway stenosis due to incorrect tube size or cuff pressure

m
o

with Endotracheal Tubes and tracheostomy tubes...
Endotracheal

...I think this device is likely to be a

Tube
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[when using the pressure alert]…

ess

...connector

ure
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mount gets rid of the issue of where to tape the pilot.
MT - Senior anaesthetic nurse

fantastic concept... good from the infection control point of view.
MD - Consultant intensivist

E
US
LE
G
SIN

ID

9.

0

Comments on the device from
professionals not involved in
the project.

0
H2

The pilot balloon has a specially
calibrated membrane which
‘pops-up’ to alert the doctor
of excessive cuff pressure,
helping to avoid damage to
the trachea. The device can
also be mounted in a more
prominent position on the
redesigned ventilation clip.

m
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for an Endotrcheal Tube
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HK - Airway reconstruction surgeon (ENT Consultant)

very usable... I would tend to be less overzealous when inflating the cuff

Pr
with

Pressure Alert

significant step forward in patient care.

[on deployment of the alert]

I like that... good concept.
KJ - Senior operating department practitioner

Excellent concept… easy to use.
PC - Consultant anaesthetist.

Personal comments & industry feedback
The initial intentions of this final year project

knowledge to a worthwhile problem. Indeed

not necessarily asked for, I believe that it has

were strongly orientated around creating a

the environment (especially the operating

helped build a more in-depth understanding of

product that was helpful to a user. Having

theatre) has been a fascinating journey that

the market need and the considerable effort

worked on other user-centred projects, ranging

appeals to my passion for user-centred design,

and skill needed to make a small component

from fishing boat design to ecological games,

material handling and bio-mimetic inspiration.

such as this.
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it is with some regret that few of these ‘great
ideas’ actually made it to a fully realised

Over the 8 months of this project, the product

I have greatly enjoyed working on projects such

stage. With this in mind, I set about attempt-

has evolved considerably and has been

as this and hope that this will be a landmark

ing a project with the objective to achieve a

through a huge array of revisions to find the

project for my future career. Upon reflection

‘production-ready’ prototype and if possible

best solution to the problem of tracheal

of this project there are many considerations

give a commercial reality to the product as a

damage. Had I not been allowed to work as

and adjustments I would make with hindsight.

whole.

closely with the practitioners, I doubt I would

Some of these I cannot change, but many of

have gained the insight into some of the more

them have evolved with the project to produce

I also set myself the challenge of immersing

‘human-factors’ based issues. Similarly, if I had

better outcomes through trial and error. The end

myself in an environment that was sure to test

not been involved with enterprise programmes,

result still seems eminently feasible in both my

my abilities as a designer in terms of compre-

I doubt I would have been able to have the

opinion and also of those I have worked with

hending a new field and with it understand-

beginnings of a commercially lucrative product.

and interviewed over the course of the project.
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ing the needs of the people and the tasks at

©

I hope that this continues to be a fascinating

hand. However, I knew it would be a chal-

The purpose of this technical report is twofold.

journey of user-centred design-engineering and

lenge to remain objective and maintain a core

Firstly, it has been an essential part of my

commercial enterprise. My warmest thanks to

design vision, (whilst probably feeling ‘out of my

academic learning and has insured that I have

everyone who has helped at different stages

depth’) in a highly professional environment.

navigated a diverse but objective path through

of this project - it most certainly could not have

many design and engineering considerations.

been done without them and nor woudl it have

The collaboration with Yorkhill Hospital’s staff;

Secondly, it will stand as a key document to be

been as much fun!

especially Dr. Graham Bell (and later Dr. Kate

referenced and developed as the commer-

Janossy) has been a fantastic experience to

ciality of the product develops over this next

Mr. Jude Pullen

learn and apply my design and engineering

year. Although some details of this report are
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Special thanks to:
Miss Sheryl Sze Man Wai
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Thanks:
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Yorkhill Hospital: Everyone who helped (and is still helping) with tests & of course Graham and Kate!
Engineering: Brian, Kaz, George and Dennis at GU Workshops; Bob & Finlay at Pascoe Engineering;
Samples & Prototypes: Gary Miller at IPF; Mike at Bentley Chemicals
Design: Jen Davies at GFT; Andreas Erlandsen
Medical IP advice: Rory Wilkinson at Lightweight Medical / Onzo; James Hanlon at Mobile Health Networks;
Enterprise: Lynsey & all at NESTA & SIE; Greig Sinclair at SIE; Bryn Williams at Marks & Clerk; Ed Staunton at SHIL
Tutors: Alec, Aleksandra, David, Nick, Craig, Ben, Graham and Stuart
Workshop: Joe, Sid & Andy
PDE ‘09: thanks for all the support and patience over the years!

